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How are people’s lives
affected by political
transition?

Special Focus

• Since January 2011, macro-economic instability is being fuelled by a volatile socio-political
situation in Egypt.
• Rising unemployment and poverty are worsening food insecurity at a time when the subsidy
system is under pressure.

A sluggish macroeconomic performance along with political instability

2013, similar to the previous three years1. Current
fiscal deficit is estimated at 11.8%, up from 8.8% in
2011/122. Public debt is projected to reach 92% of
GDP, an increase of 11.9% from 20103. The balance
of trade has been deteriorating since 2003/04, with a
deficit of USD 31.7 billion in 2011/12 (-17% from
2010/11)4. Since 2010, foreign-exchange reserves5
have shrunk severely from USD 32.5 billion to USD
11.2 billion (-65.7%)6 and net direct investment flows
have almost collapsed (-80%)7.

Since the beginning of 2011, Egypt is facing political
instability. President Mubarak stepped down in February
2011 after massive demonstrations. A new constitution
was drafted and President Morsi was elected in June
2012. Continued economic disruption and civil unrest led
to another regime change on July 3, 2013.

The overall economic situation is undermined by
poorly performing macro-economic indicators. Real
GDP growth is forecasted to remain low at 2.2% in
Timeline of Egyptian Crisis

Muslim Brotherhood have nearly half the
seats in the Lower House while Islamists
take 90% in the Upper House (Feb)

Demonstrations against president
Mubarak (Jan 25th)

Ballots on constitutional
amendments (Mar 19th)

Egyptian approve the new constitution
with 63.8% voting in favour (Dec 15th)

Supreme Court orders
the dissolving of the
Lower House
of parialment (Jun 14th)

Mubarak steps down and turns power
over to the military (Feb 11th)

2011

Morsi decrees greater powers for himself
sparking new protests and riots
(Nov 22nd)

2012

Protests rage in Port Said and other cities
(Feb)
Demonstrations against Morsi (Jun 30th)

2013
Morsi elected president (Jun 17th)
1st round of presidential elections
(May 23rd)

Parliamentary multi-stage elections start
(Nov)

Protests against Morsi on the 2-year
anniversary of the revolt (Jan 25th)

2014

Morsi is ousted from office (Jul 3rd)
Mansour is appointed interim leader
(Jul 4th)
Foreign reserves fall to a "critical
minimum" while the value of the Egyptian
pound continues to fall (Dec 29th)

Source: http://news.uk.msn.com/world/egypt-crisis-timeline-of-key-events
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Exchange Rate and Foreign Reserves
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Drawbacks for food security

The steep decline in foreign reserves by almost 2/3 is
a clear indication of a reduced import capacity. Egypt
is currently world largest wheat importer, with an
estimate of 8.5 billion metric tons, about 6% of world
wheat imports in 2012/138. The share of imported
wheat is estimated at about 46% of domestic
consumption in 2012/139. Wheat supplies mainly the
public distribution system to provide subsidized baladi
bread. The current wheat stock-to-use ratio is almost
half the 2011/12 level, down from 36% in 2011/12 to
20% forecasted in 2013/14. Besides food, energy
(electricity, gas and fuel) is also subsidised. Energy
needs are expected to peak in summer, causing power
cuts and fuel shortages at a time of limited import
capacity.

The sluggish economic performance has slowed down
domestic demand. Both private and public
consumption (as a share of GDP) declined by 35% and
26% respectively from 2011. Meanwhile, real wage
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the regime changed, and by 20.6% in July 2013, when
political uncertainties escalated. Currently, Egypt is
undertaking bilateral and multilateral loan negotiations
to relieve its tightening foreign reserves. Since last fall,
the declining trend of year-on-year inflation has
reversed, with both headline and food inflation up
above 8% or 9% respectively in April/May 2013.
Inflation

Source: Central Bank of Egypt.

rates remained almost unchanged during the last two
years (-1% in 2011, and +1.8% in 2012)10.

In the first quarter of 2013, about 3.6 million persons
were estimated unemployed (i.e. 13.2% of the labour
force), with a higher rate in urban areas (15.7% vs.
11.3% in rural areas). Compared to Q1-2010, there is an
additional 1.2 million unemployed. Youth unemployment
(15-29 years) is currently at 81.9%11.
A recent WFP study12 shows that 25.2% of the population
lived below the poverty line in 2011, an increase from
21.6% in 2009. The Egyptian Food Observatory also
reports an increasing monthly price burden for basic food
commodities since January 201113, with close to 77% of
the poorest households monitored not having enough
income to cover monthly food needs in March 2013.

With a worsening economic situation and continued
political uncertainties, poverty and food insecurity are
likely to rise further.
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Poor economic performance and plummeting foreign
reserves are fuelling the depreciation of the Egyptian
Pound and inflation. In January 2013 the exchange rate
(against US Dollar) depreciated by 5.9% following the
partial foreign currency auction. Comparing the recent
exchange rates against the 2008/10 average, the local
currency depreciated by 5.6% in February 2011 when

